Site-Specific TCP Required?

Busy Streets (lane lines or bus route)

<200ft From Intersection

Non-Signalized

Site-Specific TCP Required

Single Lane Closure

Use Traffic Manual

Multiple Lane Closure

Site-Specific TCP Required

>200ft From Intersection

Signalized

Site-Specific TCP Required

Single Lane Closure

Use Traffic Manual

Multiple Lane Closure

Site-Specific TCP Required

Non-Busy Streets: (no lane lines or bus routes)

<200ft From Intersection

Non-Signalized

Use Traffic Manual

>200ft From Intersection

Signalized

Use Traffic Manual

Site-Specific TCP Required

>200ft From Intersection

Use Traffic Manual

Site-Specific TCP Required

*Note: All sidewalk closures require (at a minimum) a Work Space Diagram (WSD) to be submitted. If the sidewalk closure is a part of a greater TCP, then incorporate it into that plan.

Bike lanes are considered lanes.